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In the early ‘50s, the four Borri broth-
ers and a partner decided to create a 
business to bring together their expe-

rience in the sector of agricultural wagons 
construction and the latest trends in wood. 
This way, they chose to engage in furniture, 
originally with the production of master 
bedrooms then moving on to children’s bed-
rooms and living rooms based on modular 
systems.
This was the market’s demand at the time. 
With the ‘70s economic boom, the compa-
ny employed more than 80 workers over an 
area of more than 5,000 metres.
Between the ‘80s and ‘90s, Borri Srl opened 
its horizons to a new promising sector: car-

Borri Srl and Santerini Macchine Srl were born in 1951. This is the 
story of a professional life that has always been shared, right up 
to the latest cutting-edge investment: the new Morbidelli P200 
edge banding centre.

Together to innovate
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avans. The furniture market was experienc-
ing a saturation period and new ideas were 
needed. The caravan industry was only just 
starting out, with first vehicles composed of 
a cabin connected to the living quarters.
“The first brave manufacturers were Rimor, 
followed by Mirage and Elnagh, and finally 
C.I. (Caravan International). Rimor and us 
had friends in common, and through this 
connection we had the idea of making an 
experiment: starting to produce customised 
furnishings for caravans, which was some-
thing new and actually the kind of thing we 
were looking for, so we started!
An important research and development 
project allowed us to make a change, and 

nowadays we work with all Italian compa-
nies and several clients in Europe too.” – 
one of the partners at Borri explains.

Partnership with Santerini Macchine
Borri and Santerini crossed paths in the ‘70s, 
when Lando Santerini’s father supported 
the company in adding the first automatic 
machines in the sector (Gabbiani etc.).
Joining the caravan sector also matched 
with the change of generation at Borri’s. As 
the target market was changing, so were 
the company’s managers, marking an his-
toric transition.
“At the beginning, the caravan sector did 
not require much technology, however, 
with the passing of time and the expansion 
of work, technical and production needs 
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The new edge banding 
and milling centre (Morbidelli P200)

Today, Borri is adding a new edge banding and milling centre 
(Morbidelli P200) to the company, for the innovation and 

renovation of milling and edge banding operations. This ma-
chine makes it possible to work with any material, as well as to 
handle templates of any shape. In addition, it ensures absolute 
safety for the worker (acoustic, particles, etc.). We’re talking 
about a technologically advanced tool based on 4.0 technology 
as it interacts with the company’s informatic system, valuing 
people’s time and resources while also feeding back on the pro-
duction in real time.

started to grow and so was our need of 
automating the production and adding ad-
vanced systems. During this phase, the most 
challenging aspect was to change people’s 
mind over understanding a new and differ-
ent need”.
“You can find all sorts of things in a cara-
van, therefore the variety of furnishing types 
forced us to find solutions for working with 
different materials, not just wood, and in 
different ways. Long story short, we had to 
be extremely versatile.
Rounded edges, particular shapes and ma-
terials from the caravan industry offered us 
huge opportunities, but we had to make 
investments in order to succeed. In those 
years we met SCM and we started to rely on 
the relationship and trust their staff gained 

Borri’s success factors
• The ability of finding a solution even for the most different problems/

needs of clients.
• Operational and organisational flexibility.
• The ability to differentiate, even the product, by focusing on features 

that cannot be independently developed by the motorcaravan industry, 
as well as peculiarities that could add extra value to the final product.

Today, the team consists of about 20 people working in operations that 
are mainly automated. Manual activities represent what is irreplaceable by 
a machine: control, the finishing of some details, and therefore the pro-
cess of making sure our clients get what they asked for.
In other words, the ‘adding value’ procedures are done by hand.

with time, as well as on the level of service 
this major group could ensure us.
In this respect, Santerini was the right part-
ner to ensure us not only competence, ser-
vice and ‘loyalty’, but also information and 
knowledge of the sector, which we needed 

Right: coextruded acrylic glossy 
door, solid beech ladder.

Below: wooden and solid surface 
table, okoumé shower platform.

Solid surface kitchen top

The story of Borri Srl is a journey of 
professional specialisation, from the 

construction of agricultural wagons to 
furniture production and the design of 
customised solutions for caravans.

Borri Srl and Santerini Srl were born in 

the same period. Two stories that con-
nect, pushed by an urge of innovation.

Borri Srl needed to make its own produc-
tion flexible in order to meet the growing 
customisation demand of the product/
service coming from the market.

in order to discover new industrialisation 
opportunities for our processes.”


